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PRESS RELEASE
WielemansMachines

The restoration of the exceptional machines of the Wielemans-Ceuppens brewery by
BruxellesFabriques

A Europa Nostra Award-winning socio-cultural project

Summary

The  association  BruxellesFabriques,  which  spearheads  the  efforts  to  promote  and  safeguard
Brussels’ industrial and social heritage, won a European Union Prize for Cultural Heritage / Europa
Nostra  Award  in  2013  for  its  study  for  the  restoration  of  the  exceptional  machines  of  the
Wielemans-Ceuppens brewery in Forest (Brussels). The project goes beyond the restoration of this
machinery, though. This is an original socio-cultural project for such a major industrial site. 

The restoration started in December 2015 and will be carried out in two phases until September
2016.  The  site  is  open for  guided tours  in  Dutch,  English,  French,  and German.  Beyond their
heritage  value,  these  visits  are  of  great  interest  from  a  didactic  perspective.  Each  of  these
machines  constitutes  an  essential  link  in  the  evolution  of  industrial  techniques  and  their
application  to  productive  equipment.  These  free  (until  mid-March)  guided  tours  are  upon
registration only. They can be requested via e-mail to wielemansmachines@gmail.com 

Further information

The old Wielemans-Ceuppens brewery is a symbol for Brussels and has pleased many generations
with precious  beers.  After  a  period of  growth and a  number  of  enlargements,  business  went
downhill and the company stopped operating in 1988, after more than a century of production.
The Wielemans-Ceuppens machines  remain  as  testimonies  of  the golden age  of  the brewery,
which used to be one of the major representatives of the beer industry in Belgium. 

Restoring  the Wielemans-Ceuppens machines  is  thus  a  way of  preserving the memory of  the
brewery as well as presenting the evolution of science applied to beer production. Besides that,
such machines are far from being ordinary. Built between 1894 and 1905, they are, as far as we
are aware, the last remaining in Europe and one of them, the De La Vergne compressor from New
York, is unique.

With that in mind, Guido Vanderhulst – President of BruxellesFabriques – undertook a study that
analysed the feasibility of the restoration of the Wielemans-Ceuppens machines. The study went
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beyond a mere inventory of the machinery still in place and of its different elements, as well as its
evolution in relation to technological  progress and new energy sources.  It  also formulated an
original socio-cultural project for this historical industrial site that integrates the restoration of the
machines, including setting some of them in motion for didactic purposes, and the training and
involvement of the restoration workers in communicating to the wider public. 

The international  jury  of  Europa Nostra  found the study of  particular  interest,  granting  it  the
European  Union  Prize  for  Cultural  Heritage  /  Europa  Nostra  Award  with  a  Grand  Prix  in  the
category 'Research and Digitisation' in 2013. 

The restoration has started on 21 December.  It  is  progressing quickly and has already yielded
spectacular results. For instance, the bridge crane has been returned to a fully operational state
and the De La Vegne compressor has been set in motion again, almost 100 years after its last
known operation. In addition, the full  restoration process has already been completed on one
machine – an Ingersoll Rand compressor from the Interwar-Years – and three other machines –
the bridge crane, the De La Vergne compressor and a second Ingersoll Rand compressor – stand
ready to receive a special anti-rust coating, which will be the final step of the restoration. 

The site is open for guided tours in Dutch, English, French, and German. These tours are of great
interest for everyone, but are particularly relevant to schools. Indeed, each machine is an essential
link in the evolution of science applied to beer production. Techniques such as steam, pressure,
kinetic  forces,  gear  reduction,  the  transformation  of  a  horizontal  movement  in  a  circular
movement,… can be demonstrated with these machines.  These guided tours are free until mid-
March  and  upon  registration  only.  They  can  be  requested  via  e-mail  to
wielemansmachines@gmail.com  

The project has received the essential support of the Baillet Latour Fund and the Brussels Capital
Region as well as of the Europa Nostra Industrial and Engineering Heritage Committee chaired by
Pierre Laconte, and the collaboration of the Forest Commune and the Forest Cultural Centre –
BRASS.

Contact details

To learn more about the WielemansMachines Project, please contact us:
 Website: http://www.wielemansmachines.com/
 Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/WielemansMachines/
 E-mail address: wielemansmachines@gmail.com
 Address : BRASS, Van Volxemlaan 364, 1190 Vorst
 Press enquiries (in English and French): Joaquin de Santos – 0471/621 006

About the Wielemans-Ceuppens brewery

The brewery launched the production of its own beers by 1868 at Rue Terre Neuve, in Brussels.
Soon the business flourished and the building became too small for the production. In 1888, the
family decided to buy a parcel  of land in Forest, bordering the railway and Luttre Bridge. This
location was convenient, cheap, and allowed for future expansions. Brand new brewing halls were
opened in 1905 and then in 1930 – the largest in Europe at the time.
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After decades of expansion and awards, the brewery was bought by Interbrew and closed its doors
in 1988. The landmark 1905 and 1930 buildings were saved thanks to the action of La Fonderie
and its founder and director Guido Vanderhulst. They now house cultural activities, respectively
the BRASS and WIELS cultural centres.

About BruxellesFabriques

The association BruxellesFabriques spearheads the efforts  to promote and safeguard Brussels’
industrial and social heritage. It was founded by a number of industrial heritage enthusiasts that
seek to preserve this major aspect of Brussels' history. More information on our website (in French
only): http://www.bruxellesfabriques.be/ 
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